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The ICG Approach
Technology is the foundation of your business.
A solid Technology Foundation delivers your ERP and
supporting applications. ICG develops solutions that
pair business acumen with IT expertise to reach your
business goals.

What are
VisiBar & VisiWatch?

01

VisiBar

Barcode data collection driven by customerspecified workflow logic to meeting specific
business process needs.
Related topics: Latest released version, Android
scanners, and VBComm to integrate devices
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VisiWatch
Workflow automation & back-office automation
tool that monitors for events and responds by
executing purpose-driven functions to meet
specific business process needs
Related topic: Latest released version
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What is
MFGStream?

01

MFGStream

Multi-threaded Workflow and barcode data
collection engine with a scripting environment
that works with Visual Basic and other languages
including VisiBar Scripting. In addition to
providing superior performance MFGStream can
directly print SSRS reports and perform eventdriven activities. There is an optional VisiBar
script interpreter that can be used to run existing
script files. Out of the box it supports older
scanners and Android scanners.
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VisiBar & VisiWatch
Deployment

01
02
03

Eliminate
Remove any steps within business processes that do
not add value to the business – look for muda

Automate

Wherever possible, automate activities that can’t be
eliminated but are repetitious with little to no required
decision making

Simplify

Whatever can’t be eliminated or automated, do
whatever you can to simplify the process by deriving
information, removing decision points, and minimizing
user input
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Implementation Process

01
02

Business Process Review – BPR
Work with your SMEs to understand current state and define
the optimal future state for your process(es)

Future State Flowchart

Use the BPR Future State collaboratively to create a
flowchart which graphically shows the assumptions, logical
flow, decision points, output (forms, labels, etc.) and
outcomes in the form of ERP transactions
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Estimate and Quote to Deliver

A quote is created that documents the deliverables, any
software or hardware if required, and the professional
services efforts needed to implement
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Basic Business
Process Examples

01
02
03

Replacement of hand-written inventory
transactions with real-time transactions - VB
Reduce the errors & do transactions in real-time

Email notification of incoming receipts occurring
before the scheduled receipt date - VW
In addition to alerting the buyer, early receipts can be logged
and used to communicate with suppliers

Support for Orderless Manufacturing - VB

A user reporting an item and manufactured quantity at the
end of the shift triggers the creation of the MO Header, the
Line Item, and the receipt into inventory
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Advanced Business
Process Examples

01

Emailed request to change all lines on
an order - VW
Normally, changing all lines on an order –
schedule date or status – requires doing it
manually line by line. Instead, email the order
number and the new data or new status to

o2

change all lines.

Guided walk to pick inventory
for a CO - VB

Instead of following a disorderly path
through inventory to pick items, if the
stock locations are sequenced, use this as
a method to direct the stockkeeper in an
orderly manner.
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Advanced Business
Process Examples

o3

Deletion of Existing Forecasts and Import of New - VW
When a CSV file is detected in the right directory, read the
file and remove all forecasts in Fourth Shift for the items it
contains, then add new forecasts from the records in the

o4
file.

Kitting of Inventory for MO Build Staging - VB
Create a temporary kit location in Fourth Shift. Then as
inventory is scanned to support the Pick, move the item
from inventory to the kit location. When complete, use a
single transaction to issue kitted stock to the order.
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Advanced Business
Process Examples

o5

3PL Integration - VW
When performing SHIP transactions using scanners,
relevant SHIP / SBOL / COMT data can be exported to
the courier / freight system (address, weights, package
counts, etc.).
Then, using VisiWatch, import tracking numbers from
that system and store them in SBOL for reference by
CSRs and email shipping notification or send electronic
ASNs to the customer.
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Improvements Using Both Tools

01

PO Receiving using ASN Vendor Data
VisiWatch imports vendor electronic ASNs from
website / email or EDI 856
When doing the PORV with VisiBar scan the shipping
label to get ASN data
This data validates operator entries and minimizes
data entry
With this solution we can validate quantities on
labels / paperwork and track operator corrections to
ASN data
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Improvements Using Both Tools

02

Water Spider – Manufacturing Line inventory replenishment
Inventory is kept at the line to support operations
Line users scan items when they are running low
trigging stock replenishment tags
The stockkeeper scans items from stock to cart
updating items queued for delivery
When delivering, the stockkeeper scans the line
number, item, destination, and enters the quantity
to update Fourth Shift
Metrics are kept of request time and response time
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Improvements Using Both Tools

03

KanBan Replenishment with Vendor Email
A purchased item is scanned, which
adds a release against the blanket
purchase order
VisiWatch detects the scan and
gathers the required PO information
to send an email to the supplier
about the release
If the vendor has multiple KanBan
then blanket releases can be
accumulated for the day, then
consolidated to a single email to the
supplier
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Closing Thoughts

01

Everything is reflected in your ERP

There should be no movement of
inventory, no change of order status,
no update to supply or demand that
isn’t captured in your ERP through an
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update transaction

If you can think it, we can do it

When it comes to business processes,
workflows, and operational
procedures, if you can define the logic,
the validation, the process flow, and
the resulting system updates, it can be
implemented using VisiBar and
VisiWatch
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